GOD HELIOS: We would point out to you the handling of
authority. Whether it is your mother or it is the teacher.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: For example, Bill Clinton was the
President We know he had authority. We must point out to
you this in the confrontation with authority. That you not
just go about cutting tires and smashing windows without
the legal authority as a protection to yourself as a male
teenager would cut tires and key the car paint.

Graffiti


GOD HELIOS: What you see in the prior example by the

There was the child each time smeared in his face and
hair with the sexual fluids. The mother says in the 3way, “This is fun.” “This is beautiful make-up.” Week
after week, the child hated it. As the adult, he went
desecrating buildings with graffiti.

MOSHE: That woman is a witch. You are required to
distinguish what is a masquerade at Mardi Gras or
Halloween to do evil. You are to distinguish what is the
result and motive of this witchcraft. After the church, she
went on to doing tarot cards as her justification to be a witch,
and it is for you to distinguish what is evil about this. As the
advice of a tarot card reader can even be helpful if it is onto
the way of eternal life.
Nancy of Oregon: In the child, this is altered computer code
that was a sweeping virus! The word “fun” spoken is then a
signal to do evil to another one unsuspecting.

MOTHER MARY: The General ascertained the criminal
behavior and then went to shoot the door handle
straightway. What you are required to do, is to ascertain
what is the criminal behavior and then to go about shooting
their windshield with a gun or the backseat if that is what
you had planned to do to seek justice.

GOD HELIOS: If you do not relate the criminal as if you are
in a courtroom situation, they will go about to hurt you or
someone close to you as they think you need to be punished
for crime.
Nancy of Oregon: Learn the power of questions. When
someone poses a question to you that you figure out whether
you answer it or not. If they touch you, straightway answer!
Even if they do not say anything. They have no right to touch
you on the sleeve, on your face, anywhere!
MOTHER MARY: When a question is asked and you do not
answer, the criminal thinks you are in agreement. If he calls
you “sweetheart”, this is stalking behavior.

An implication of fun is the world scene of selling
guns, drugs, prostitution and government secrets in
black market trading for cash. What these sell is “fun”,
in gambling and easy wins, luxury cars and hotels, in
clothing, fancy meals.
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General is that it is a courtroom situation at the hotel. The
legality is what we would point out to you.

GOD HELIOS: You must answer.
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EMPEROR LeAMTHE: You must answer: “Go to hell. I’m not
your sweetheart! I’d cut off your penis if I could. I hate you.
Get away from me. I see stalker-rapist all over your eyes. Go
to hell!”

GOD HELIOS: This is stalking behavior. And you must go
about protecting yourself. These others go the way of the hut
in other embodiedments.

MOSHE: This “fun” is what you would try to distinguish
as what is holiness.
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